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 Review three initiatives which are identifying 

the Kittatinny Ridge corridor as a conservation 

priority

 Provide a snapshot of each initiative’s priorities 

and status of their work

 Introduce the new climate planning 

approaches which cause the Kittatinny to be 

prioritized within large landscapes



 Scale up conservation results

 Foster increased alignment and synergy among 

multiple entities so as to better address large 

conservation challenges

 Some conservation challenges are too great for 

any one agency or organization

 If cooperative action is to occur, there will need 

to be mutually agreed upon priorities











Mission:

Foster collaborative 

action to conserve 

culturally and 

ecologically important 

landscapes to benefit 

people, economies, and 

nature throughout the 

watershed





• Public access

• Habitat protection
• Conservation designs at level of the entire 

watershed and smaller scales

• Landscope Chesapeake
• Portal to regional information

• Land conservation
• LWCF $  [Rivers of the Chesapeake]

• Working lands strategy implementation

• Indigenous cultural landscapes



Iconic landscapes

important for their 

natural, historic, 

recreational, or

aesthetic values

Kittatinny plus

19 others 



 In selecting priority areas the partners wished 

to focus resources in high value areas where 

there was a likelihood of achieving results in a 

‘reasonable period of time’ 

• Existing partners and capacity to achieve results 

were part of the selection process 



Goals:  

• Preserve an additional 2M acres by 2025

• Grow conservation funding for the region

Impact:  new Federal Appropriations (nearly 

$11M in 2016)













Landscape Conservation Cooperatives



Established in 2010
 Acting to address 

large-scale and 

long-term 

conservation issues

 Span geographic 

and institutional 

boundaries

 Increase collective 

science and 

management capacity



Climate 

Science 

Centers

LCCs

Federal 

agencies

State 

agencies

Joint 

Ventures
NGOs Academia



A core activity of the LCCs today

• Important to achieving the goals of the LCC 

network

• LCDs being completed across the country

What is a Landscape Conservation Design?

• A goal-driven planning process and a set of 

integrated products

• A conservation  blueprint for the protection of 

biodiversity







Appalachian LCC Partners

The partners set the

strategic priorities 

and shape the

work plan

About to develop

work plan for next

5 years



Work Plan

2012



Projects



LANDSCAPE CONSERVATION DESIGN

A conservation  blueprint for the protection of 

biodiversity

Grounded in resource management goals 

• Expert input established goals

• Species data selected to represent systems



LANDSCAPE CONSERVATION DESIGN

Phased project

Phase I (2015) emphasized

landscape areas that have internal

integrity; connectivity

Phase II emphasized aquatic 

integrity and connectivity 



• Phase I design gave emphasis to:

• Forests: unfragmented forest; high elevation forest; 

mature lowland forest

• Early successional habitat

• Streams:  High elevation, low elevation

• Cave/karst habitats

• Forested wetlands

• Climate resiliency

• Connectivity



While the resource abundance and climate data 

give some emphasis to the Kittatinny corridor

it is the connectivity 

analysis that brings 

the region to the fore

Resource richness

Climate exposure

Connectivity





New analysis in 2nd phase of this project focuses 

on aquatic habitat condition looking at:

• aquatic resource integrity 

• and connectivity

Analytical tools that assess

conditions on a catchment

basis



Integrity scoring on multiple metrics (interim result)

Anthropogenic sediment load, Density of dams, 

inflow volume stored in upstream dams and rivers



On-line information on LCC website







NALCC boundaries
Boundaries are to the

east and north of the 

Kittatinny

But much of NALCC’s 

science is for all of 

Pennsylvania



















The Nature Conservancy’s

Climate Analyses



Seminal work now being reflected in 

landscape-scale planning endeavors



Core premise:

Species ranges will shift in response to climate 

change

• Northward

• Upslope

Management Strategy

Landscape conservation should protect features 

of natural landscapes that enable species to 

settle in new locations where they can thrive



• Climate resilient sites

• Defined based on physical attributes

• Geophysical variation that yields richness of 

microclimates  (diverse elevation, bedrock, soil)

• Climate landscape network:  permeable 

landscape of climate resilient sites

• Similar to, but distinct from, connectivity as 

identified through cores and connectors

• More complete consideration of the hardness of 

barriers, the connectedness of natural cover, and 

the arrangement of land uses



Climate resilient sites have physical attributes 

that support microclimate diversity



Landscape permeability:  properties of large regions 

that are conducive to long-term movements of many 

species

between

climate

refugia











Chesapeake Conservation Partnership
• chesapeakeconservation.org

Landscope Chesapeake
• http://www.landscope.org/chesapeake

Appalachian LCC
• applcc.org

North Atlantic LCC
• northatlanticlcc.org

Databasin
• databasin.org

TNC’s climate adaptation work
• Go to TNC’s Conservation Gateway and click on 

Permeability or Resilient Land


